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-lRe"iews. 

, 'PRINCIPLES OF DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT IN HEART AFFECTIONS. By 
Sir JamesMackenzie. London: Henry Frowde, Hodder 'and 
Stoughton .. Pp. yiiand 264, 8t X 5}. 1916. Price 7s. 6d. net. 

This volume ,e~nbodies material prepared for lectures to be delivered· 
to the workers in the Cardiac Department of the London Hospital before 
the War, and their chief purpose was to show that the mechanical aids 
(by which so much of. the recent progress in ll;nowledge of everything 
relating to heart condition has been attributable) are not, in fact, essential 
for the recognition of the various conditions, though necessary for their 
investigation, and that ordinary .bedside methodswill enable these various 
states to be detected. A further purpose was to endeavour to improve 

. , the co~ception of what 'is meant by clinical medicine and clinical investi-
gation and to stimulate research. . 
, To those who have any' knowledge of Sir !ames Mackenzie's larger 

and more important book, in its !'!everal editions, it is unnecessaryto,·say 
that both these objects are fulfilled in the same easy and charming~ 
manner which characterizes all his work. As for those who are un-
acquainted with his previous work, apparently a large number, one can 
only recommend them to read and absorb the contents of this ,volume in 
the hope that its pernsal may lead them to~fnrther inquiry into these 
recent developments in modes of observation of and inquiry into cardiac, 
cpmplaints. . 

It is Il+lpossible to deny that part of Sir J ames Mackenzie's larger 
book is difficult and needs close application if it is to 'be properly-com
prehended. But apart from the' more technical discussions, all his 
writings are pervaded by so much sound common sense and accurate and 
acute observation that they well repay perusal even by those not specially 
interested in disorders of the heart, and this volume is free from the 
difficulties contained in the former. 

R. M .. 

AT SUVLA BAY. By_ John Hargrave (White Fox). London: Constable 
and Co., Ltd. 1916. 'Pp. x ana 182 .. Price 5s. net: 

Mr. Hargrave was on the staff of th~ Scout before he enlisted in . 
the R.A.M;C. early in September, 1914. ,He gives an interesting arid 
amusing account of his training prior to departure for Egypt, alid later 
SuvlaBay.· \ 

The story of his-and other people's-adventures is told in a picturesque, 
and often dramatic way, and is illustrated by drawings of different 
degrees of finish; ,of which the rough sketches are the best. 

This book can hardly be regarded as a ssrious repord of events, but it 
is worth readi!-1g. 

" . 
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EPIDEMICS RESULTING FROM "WARS. 

Edited by Harald Westergaard. 
Pp. xii and 340. 

Professor Dr. Friedrich Prinzing. 
Oxford: Olarendon Press. 1916. 

This book is puhlishedunder the auspices of the Oarnegie Endowment 
for International Peace, part ()f a series of elaborate investigations which 
has been undertaken by ,that body with the laudable but som'ewhat 
ingenuous intention of avoiding war ~yinducing'people to judge whether 
it is reasonable or not; and the fact that the author of a book published 

, with this intention happens, tQ be a German is a cynical accident, if one 
can impute a personality to an accident. ',', ", 

Something ha~ already been written on epidemicsjn War; the author 
, gives a bibliography in his fj.rdtchapter, which is ,certainly incomplete 
even as regards German' authqrities. Dr. Prinzling's book, however, 
deals not witli epidemics in the field, but with outbreaks of disease among 
the civil population, and, as stated in the iritroduction~ by John Ba,tes 
Olark, the Director of the.Oarn\lgie Endowment, "until comparatively 
recent times the most serious human cost of war has been not losses in 
the field, nor' even' the losses from disease in the· armies, but the' losses 
from epidemics disseminated. among the ,civil populatiOl;1,", referring 
especially to the smallpox epidemic following the War6f 1870, and to 
the, epidemic of typhus fever in Serbia during the present War. ' 

The purpose with' which the book is now published in English has 
obviously,'nothing to do with its value, which as a summary of historical 

'evidence is con,siderable. The preparation has involved an immense 
amount of labour and has been carried out in what one was accustomed 
to call a thoroughly German way, before the use of this adjective became 
libellous. It is probable that few r:eviewers, .of whom the present writer 
is not ,one, are really competent to analyse and, criticize, the evidence' 
produced. ' But after all, the evidenqe is only confirmatory ,o.f what we 

,all n'ow accept~tpat given privation, hardship, a scarcity of medical 
assiE)tance both in men and supplies, an,d the absence of sanitary control, 
epidemics must. and will arise, whose spread it is "impossible_ to' estimate 
beforehand. On our side of the Western FroIit we appeae-to have' 
sufficient control, nor do the records of infectious disease in Great Britain 
show any material, increase in disease likely to be contracted from armies 
in the field. On what is happening elsewhere, and especially behind, 
the Gellman lines, we can only speculate; bearing in'mind the bad sanitary 
history:in certain respect~ of the areas involved. 

Two points may be,noted. 1'he author gives a perfectly fair account 
arid comment on the conditions in the Ooncentra~io'n Oamps during the 
South African War, a'nd calls attention to tIle failure oJ the food supply 
during the Siege of Paris, giving details, and adding that" there was very _ 
soon a greatscarciby of milk, making it very difficult, to feed infants," of 
some interest, in connexion with the present contention of the Germap.s 
with regard to the blockade and other means of cutting down their food 
supply.. ! ' 

Altogether ,a Illost instructive book for epidemiolqgists who ·want ' 
examplesfortheir teaching, and one not without interest for the general 
public for whom ituow seems to be'intended. 

. '. " 

.,(' 
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THE PRAQTITIONER'S MEDICAL DICTI9NARY. By (j-eorge M. Gould, A.M., 
M.D. Third Edition, revised and enlarged by R. J. E. Scott, M.A., 

'B.C.L., M.D. ' London: H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd. Pp. viii and 
962. Price 17s. net. . '~ 

Careful exami~ation of the third revision of this volume indicates that 
, the'editor has left unopened no book which might co~tain a new word of 
medical or allied scientific character. Some 20,000 new references have 
been introduced and we have been surprised at the amount of.information 
now, provided in the ,book;' in point of fact it has become a miniature, 
encyclopredia. Tbe scope and usefulness of the work may be judged if it 

.is stated that not only are words defined but the compositio~ also of 
media, stains, synthetic drugs and proprietary remedies are stated,tests 
and diagnostic signs are described and abbreviations elucidated. The 
explanation of terms, to which the names of investigators have been 
prefixed, ,forms a prominent and valuable feature. 

, The work is well printed and bound in limp, brown leather, making it 
anornamerital as w,eU as a useful adjunct to the medical officer's table. 

, W.J. D. 

THE' SEX COMi~LEX. ,A Study' of the RQlationships' of the' Internal 
Secretions and' the Female 'Characteristics and Functions in Health 

-an:d Disease. By W. Blair Bell, B:S., M.D. London: Bailliere 
Tindall and Cox. 1916. Pp. xx and 233. Price 12s.6d. net. 

, In this volume Dr. Blair Bell has collected together and expanded 
the material of several of his earlier communicatioI;ls on the co-relation of 
the genitalfullctions ahd the internal secretions. While admitting that 
full data for generalization ,are not at present available, he makes in'the 
present work a praiseworthy and ,conscientious attempt, to link up the 
connexions b~tween, the endocritic' organs and thl3 sex functions in 
acordance with-our present knowledge. It is worthy of note that' many, 
of the facts upon ,which the author bases, his conclusions are derived , 

from his, own experimental observations and from clinical,cases which he 
has investigated personally" ' , ,,' ."-

The female orga~ismis that principally considered, but it is pointed 
out that 'the internal secretions are also 'closely concerned with the 
functions of the reproductive system in the male. Evidence is ,brought 

, . 

'forward to show that, besides its primary function of reproduction, the 
ovary by its hori:nonesipodifies the metabolism of the body towards this 
purpose. Of other endocritic qrgans, the thyroid} pituitary and' supra-, ' 
renals appear to influence the development of the genitals, the .thymus 
and ,pineal to prevent sexual precocity, while acting in harmony all the 
endoqritic, organs control metabolism in response'to the requirements of 
the genital functions. The psychological aspect of the subject is 
considered in a spedal chapter. ' , 

, In Part II an interesting description is given of the pathology of 
authehticatedcases of hermaphroditism and of the results of pathological' 
changes in the endocritic organs upon the genital functions. The coo
clu,ding_chapter on sexual psychoses might,we think, have ,been extended 
with advantage.'" , ' ' ',,,-

,The work is e~ceedingly well written, and the interest of the reader 

• I 
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is stimulated in each chapter. " Many, new. ideas are suggested reganling , 
the treatment of female, complaints and the clinical and pathoJogical 
evidence in' regard to' the internal secreti~ns has been, carefully weighed 
so that the conclusions drawn are always logical, if not necessarily 
proven. The auphor has' in this work made- a valuable contribution to 
the literature of a neglected subject ~ time alone will show whether ~he 
many original ideas which he has promulgated will\be pel'maneritly 
accepted by. the scientific world:' , , 
" The 'book is illustrated wi~h' many excellent photo-micrographs which, 
confirm the statements-made in the text. W. J. D. 

SAN'ITATION IN' WAR. 'By Major P. S. I,el~an, C.B., F.R.d.s., D.P.H., 
IR.A.M.C., Assistant Professor' of Hygiene, Royal Army Medical 
College. London: J. a~d A. Churchill. Second Edition, 1917. 
Pp. viWand 336. Price 68 .. net. 

'Thesucqess of, the first'edition, ~nd the necessity ()f incorpor~ting"the 
further experienc~ of sanitary officers, in, the Field have prompted the' 
issue of a second edjtion. ' , ," ," ' ,', 

ThEr,work originally issued' in the forrn of lectures has now assumed 
more definite foim" and the heading Ohapter ,has been substituted' for 
that of Lecture: .' ,', ", ",,' , ' ' , 

'There is mucnadditional matter which' should 'be, of practical use to . 
all medical officers in the,field. ' 

~ III Chapter V ~wefind ?> new section on ~osquitoes, which, in itself, 
is indicative of the world-wide area occupied by Q1,1r fighting forces. , 

The section on protective measure,s against fly-borne infection has 
been elabor,ated,particularly as regards the treatment of horse manure;, 
the prevention of fly-breeding in human excreta,and the' methods of, ' 

, destroying flies.,' ,'( , 
The section on lice has been rewritten. 

, The-investigations of Bacot and others on the bionomics of lice are,' 
reviewed'with respect to the details of disinfection of person and clothing, 

,and it is comforting to learn that few lice wander on tc) blankets, and 
still fewer to straw bedding; - but, on'the other hand, if the seams of 
clothing are kept well smeared with grease the 'pest tends to die out,. 
At the beginningoftheWar,' when the h~bits and life-history 6f the louse 
were imperfectly understood, the problem .of del6usingseemed to be one 
fraught with insuperable 'difficulties. No';V, a,brigadgl, with the facilities 
which have been devised for washing and'sterilization;' can be "deloused" 
in two days. ,- " , , ' , , 

The duties of regimental medical officers'have been classified in a way 
which should do: much to dispel ,the fog of y.nQertainty as to their 
responsibilities, apart from sick par~de and first-aid in the field~ , , , 

A neW and va'luable chapter (No: VIII) on some new departures in 
field sanitation has been introduced. 

, The chaptf;lr is' devqted to diagram~ and notes of various con servap.cy 
devices, such as fly-proof latrines for use in, trenches and behind the 
lines, 'incirierators, grease traps, steam sterilizers, improvised camp 
kitchens with paking ovens,and c,oldstOl'es. " 
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, If time would permit in the short time of training in this country to 
.. allow of practical exercises infield conservancy and cooking, all troops 

should be instructed on the ,lines set out in these 'pages. At present, 
,such instruction is practically confined to that given at "Demonstrf,ttion 
Centres," and does not sufficiently filter through to all ranks. 
. We should like to see, a small, official manual of field hygiene, illus-

e- . trated with diagrams. to scale and giving constructional details, issued 
for the use of combatan~ troops. 
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